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Abstract
We describe a novel dense plasma

locus experiment using the Shiva Star
capacitor bank, which uses a compact
toroid (CT) magnetized plasma flow
switch (PI'S) to initiate the focus
implosion. The CT armature stably and
reproducibly translates up to 3 MA from
the vacuum feed region through coaxial
electrodes to the gas puff central load. The
inertia of the 1 mg CT and the work that
must be done in compressing the internal
magnetic fields during the translation
provide a delay in current delivery to the
pinch of 5 - 10 u.s, which matches the bank
quarter cycle time relatively well.
Hffeetiveness of the current delivery was
monitored primarily by inductive probes in
the PI'S region, fast photography of the
focus, and x-ray and neutron measurements
of the pinch. K shell X-ray yields using
neon gas were as high as 1 kj, and 10s

neutrons were produced in a deuterium gas
focus.

Introduction
For the last several years we have

studied experimentally and
computationally the formation,
acceleration, and compression of compact

toroid plasmas. [1,2] These toroidally
shaped, low-ß plasmas are formed between
concentric electrodes in a magnetized
coaxial plasma gun geometry, and are
enmeshed in closed toroidal and poloidal
magnetic fields which are sustained by
internal currents. They are particularly
interesting since they spontaneously relax
toward a minimum-energy (internally
force-free) state characterized by parallel
current density and magnetic field vectors.
Thus, they are remarkably stable and
robust entities.

There are many applications for
CTs besides acceleration to high velocities
and kinetic energies. For example, they
were envisioned to be effective plasma
flow switch armatures. [3] In this
application, they conduct driver current
while moving from an initiation location to
a downstream load while the current builds
toward maximum value. Computationally,
they were shown to be superior to
unmagneti/ed plasma armatures for driving
hollow z-pinches because of their stability,
higher speeds, and reduction of material
accumulation in the implosion electrode
gap.[4]

In our experimental investigations
of translating CTs formed from moderate-
/ gases, we noticed that they indeed
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appeared to have characteristics suitable
for use as PFS armatures. That is, they
were long-lived (of order 100
microseconds), stable (over 10-us time and
1-m distance scales), azimuthally
symmetric, and reproducible in their
trajectories.[5] We, therefore, decided to
investigate the possibility of using them to
initiate plasma-focus-like discharges in a
puffed gas load, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1 CT-switched puffed gas DPF concept.

In this scheme, the CT PFS
essentially replaces the axial run-down
phase in a conventional Mather-type dense
plasma focus (DPF). [6] Of course,
depending on the length-to-diameter ratio,
a Filippov-type device can also be
emulated.[7] The advantage in such a
scheme is that insulator initiation is
avoided. Furthermore, operation should be
more resistant to electrical breakdown
failure because the insulator is well
shielded from the plasma, which radiates in
the ultraviolet. Thus, it might be possible
to operate at higher energies and currents
than previously achievable with these
devices.

Experiment Description
We chose to use a modified three

times radially converging electrode CT
acceleration geometry which was
successfully operated at 1 MJ stored energy
(2.5 MA current) on the Shiva Star
capacitor bank (110 - 1320 uF, 30 - 120
kV).[8] The modifications consisted of
raising the outer electrode to slightly
increase the gap, removing the downstream
straight coaxial section, adding a tungsten
center electrode cap, and adding outer
electrode return current conductor bars and
steel screen electrode, as shown in Fig. 2.
We also fabricated a set of copper
extension electrodes to further converge
the major radius another factor of two.
This gave us the option of working with an
11-cm-diameter anode, as compared to 24
cm for the 3x geometry.

Figure 2 "3x" CT DPF configuration.

Also shown in Fig. 2 are numerous
radial ports along the electrodes for
inductive probes and through the vacuum
vessel in the load region for various
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photographic and radiation diagnostics for
the pinch.

Operation with the 3x geometry
was simulated using our 2_̂ _-D MHD code
MACH2.[9] The simulations showed
effective PFS operation at 2 MJ stored
capacitor bank energy, and greater than 3
MA delivered current. The effective
risetime of the current pulse to the load
was approximately 350 us. The
simulations also showed a subsequent
plasma-focus-like radial implosion of
injected gas. However, approximately
50% of the current shifted back into the
electrode gap during the implosion. Since
there was an appreciable inductance
change associated with this shunting, the
driver current exhibited a sharp rise in
value at the time of shunting.

Results and Discussion
Experiments were performed with

the 3x electrodes at 0.6 MJ and 1.0 MJ
stored energies, and with the 6x electrodes
at 0.6, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 MJ stored energies
(2.2, 2.6, 3.0, and 3.1 MA peak currents,
respectively).[10] CTs were usually
formed from approximately 1.5 mg of
argon gas, and had approximately 10 kJ of
initial internal magnetic field energy.

No indication of current shunting
(by the driver current jump) was observed
for operation at any energy. A typical set
of driver current and voltage monitor
waveforms is shown in Fig. 3 for a 1 MJ
shot with 3x electrodes. Note that the
main discharge begins at 21 us. The
current was measured by summing
Rogowski coil signals from each of the six
Shiva Star arms. The voltage was
measured in the transmission line just
outside the vacuum insulator, and therefore
has a static inductive component.
Additional parameters for this shot include
30 psia neon gas puff valve plenum
pressure and 4.0 ms valve-to-formation-
discharge delay.

Figure 3 Voltage and current for a 1 MJ shot.

A set of turbine-mirror camera
photos of the DPF taken in visible light for
this shot is shown in Fig. 4. There is good

correlation between implosion radius from
the photographs and from inductance
derived from current/voltage analysis. For
this particular shot, the load mass was too
high for effective neon K shell x-ray
production (implosion speed was only a
few cm/us, resulting in approximately 30
J). Other shots with lower load masses
and/or higher driver currents produced up
to 1 kJ of neon K shell radiation, primarily
in the helium-like resonance and Is3p-ls"
lines, as measured by filtered vacuum x-ray
diodes and curved crystal spectrographs.

A few shots were operated at up to
1.5 MJ with a deuterium gas load, and
neutron yields up to 108 were measured
with silver activation counters and shielded
scintillator/photomultiplier detectors.

In both x-ray and neutron
operation, yields were considerably below
the largest reported DPF yields at
comparable, or lower, peak currents.
However, our experiments were far from
optimized. We could not operate at
sufficiently low gas injection masses for
three reasons. First, the high-capacity puff
valve would not seal at plenum pressures
below 6 psia. Second, the valve opening
time jitter was comparable to the optimum
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gas injection time. Third, the valve
suffered considerable damage from the
high current densities in the late stages of
the discharges, which compounded the
previous problems.

Figure 4 Framing photos (tilted approximately
40° with respect to vertical) of the pinch region,
lnterframe time is approximately 200 ns.
Sequence is upper left to lower right.

There is also some uncertainty in
the actual focus drive current. Although
inductive probes in the vacuum electrode
section indicated full current delivery, we
could not place such probes close to the
load region because of the high energy
densities there. Future design iterations
will incorporate shielded Rogowski loops
in the center electrode at the end of the

conical electrodes and on the upper
implosion surface.

Finally, there is a possibility that
the CT armature itself introduces
additional load mass. However, we
formed the CTs from a different material
(argon) than the load, and did not observe
significant characteristic x-rays from
argon. Still, more spectroscopy is
warranted to resolve this issue.

Conclusion
We have experimentally

demonstrated plasma-focus-like
discharges, initiated by magnetized plasma
flow switches and using puffed gas loads
without insulator initiation, at stored
capacitor bank energies up to 2 MJ and
peak currents in excess of 3 MA. In these
experiments relatively symmetric
initiation, implosion, and pinching were
observed in neon and deuterium gas loads.
It may be possible, through optimization of
this technique, to increase deuterium
neutron and neon K shell x-ray yields to
much higher levels than obtained to date.
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